
※The photo is image

●Soft gel is familiar with the uneven portion of the 
sole, and catch a small dirt and dust firmly.

●Urethane gel adsorbs dust by self-adhesive, and 
does not let scattering.

●It is to clean the sole just step on.
●The dirt of mat can be cleaned simply by wiping.
●It dose not emit extra garbage because you can 
use repeatedly.
●Truck also pass along smoothly by the slope.
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Step mat
RoHSRoHS

MSDS

and removed the dirt of the sole
by stepping

Adhesive mat firmly adsorbed
and removed the dirt of the sole
by stepping

Truck also pass along smoothly by the slopeTruck also pass along smoothly by the slope

You can use in front of the door

only indoors

Most suitable in front of clean roomMost suitable in front of clean room

The data of this catalog of physicality, characteristic and so on are measured value, not security.

It is suitable for contamination-control at place that you do not want to carry any dust and dirt,
for example semiconductor, precision equipment manufacturing, printing, food, electronics factory, and so on
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is an adhesive mat of new type

It is stuck to the unevenness of the wheels and shoes by soft 
elasticity of the thick gel layer, and catches efficiently 
corpuscles such as small dust .

It is hard to stretch and easy to treat to increase 
strength when paste or peel off  by putting a non-
woven fabric as the core.

It is hard to stretch by putting the core.

There is the product that conduction of type that can 
be used in anti-static zone.
Conductiviry：4.4×108Ω/□、Color：White

Also available conductive type.

You can use repeatedly by wiping.

Simple maintenance

No need to buy regularly so cost performance is exel-
lent because you can use repeatedly.

You can use repeatedly by wiping.

·Please exchange per
    3 years.
（Depending on usage environment）

insulated Step mat　　

General mat of multi layer to peel off

■Compare with runnig

1year 2years 3years

￥90,000

￥80,000

￥70,000

￥60,000

￥50,000

￥40,000

￥30,000

￥20,000

￥10,000

￥0

only initial
investment.

The mat of multi
layer to peel off 
need regular purchase

It is hard to stretch and
strength when paste or 
woven fabric as the core.

You can use repeatedly by 

Simple ma

6mm、3mm

Urethane gel

Core

Urethane gel

Put into the Core,strength is up

using self-adhensive not to need peel off the film.

Strength increased by placing the core material.
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Please use this at entrance of factory.

It is easy to ride cart because this is slim 

type and low bump sheet.

〉noitalumrof laiborcimitnA〈 mm3 epyt milS

Size（mm） price（not in tax）

MAT3-5090

 ）etihw/epyt noitcudnoc（E0905-3TAM

Part number

￥24,000

￥27,000

500×900×3

500×900×3

Can use this at entrance of factory.

Close size for undermat.

※It is the photograph of the sample 
    may be different from the real product

※In the case of rubber, a plasticizer moves under mat

↑It is the photograph of the undermat

〉noitalumrof laiborcimitnA〈 tamrednu rof mm3 epyt milS

Size（mm） Price（not in tax）

MAT3-4590

UMAT-4590

MAT3-6090

UMAT-6090

part number

￥22,000

￥9,400

￥30,000

￥9,800

450×895×3

550×1000（total length）

450×600×3（2 sheet）

690×990（total length）

easy to open the door

Inside only

Can set up easy slope and low cost.

※Both sides tape type

Slope for step mat (flat type) 3mm

Size（mm） Price（not in tax)

MAT3-SL6

MAT3-SL9

Part number

￥1,000

￥1,500

600×50×3

900×50×3

Inside only

conduction type

〈Section〉 20mm

50mm

40mm

3mm
both sides tape

The data of this catalog of physicality, characteristic and so on are measured value, not security.
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11Home page EXSEAL GEL

※It may be unable to use depending on
     the quality of the material of a tire.

Yo can choose 4 color variation if you want differ color.

(Dark gray, Gray, Brown, Beige)

add a slope
01（Dark gray） 02（Gray）

03（Brown） 04（Beige）

〈 mm9 epyt ediW Antimicrobial formulation〉

Size（mm） Price（not in tax）

MAT9-9012-00

MAT9-9012-01

MAT9-9012-02

MAT9-9012-03

MAT9-9012-04

Part number

￥70,000

￥70,000

￥70,000

￥70,000

￥70,000

900×1200×9

900×1200×9

900×1200×9

900×1200×9

900×1200×9

Get dirty soles clean by soft elsticity to 6mm step mat.

※Size is Include slope length
※It may be unable to use depending on the quality
    of the material of a tire

〈 mm6 epyt lamroN Antimicrobial formulation〉

Size（mm） Price（not in taxva）

MAT6-5390

）etihw/epyt noitcudnoc（E0935-6TAM

Part number

￥26,000

￥32,000

530×900×6

530×900×6

Example of use

Get dirty soles and tire clean by high elsticity to 9mm step mat.

Inside only

Inside only

add a slope
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